Answers to A report on a school trip abroad – exercises

Preparation
1. i 6. b
2. f 7. j
3. d 8. a
4. e 9. h
5. g 10. c

1. Check your understanding: gap fill
1. Positive: e  Negative: c  Recommendation: g
2. Positive: a  Negative: f  Recommendation: h
3. Positive: i  Negative: d  Recommendation: b

2. Check your writing: gap fill
1. describes 8. were reluctant to
2. assess 9. propose that
3. exceeded 10. would
4. resounding 11. I would recommend
5. most 12. On the whole
6. as a result 13. have no hesitation in
7. would have welcomed the chance

3. Check your vocabulary: gap fill
1. expectations 6. benefit
2. kindness 7. converse
3. generosity 8. completed
4. incomprehensible 9. educational
5. historical 10. recommending

4. Check your writing: multiple choice
1. exceeded our expectations.
2. showed exceptional kindness.
3. a resounding success.
4. Unfortunately,
5. found the experience a positive one.